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Cervical Cancer Prediction by Merging Features of Different Colposcopic
Images and Using Ensemble Classifier
Abstract

Background: Cervical cancer is a significant cause of cancer mortality in women, particularly in
low‑income countries. In regular cervical screening methods, such as colposcopy, an image is taken from
the cervix of a patient. The particular image can be used by computer‑aided diagnosis (CAD) systems that
are trained using artificial intelligence algorithms to predict the possibility of cervical cancer. Artificial
intelligence models had been highlighted in a number of cervical cancer studies. However, there are a
limited number of studies that investigate the simultaneous use of three colposcopic screening modalities
including Greenlight, Hinselmann, and Schiller. Methods: We propose a cervical cancer predictor model
which incorporates the result of different classification algorithms and ensemble classifiers. Our approach
merges features of different colposcopic images of a patient. The feature vector of each image includes
semantic medical features, subjective judgments, and a consensus. The class label of each sample is
calculated using an aggregation function on expert judgments and consensuses. Results: We investigated
different aggregation strategies to find the best formula for aggregation function and then we evaluated
our method using the quality assessment of digital colposcopies dataset, and our approach performance
with 96% of sensitivity and 94% of specificity values yields a significant improvement in the field.
Conclusion: Our model can be used as a supportive clinical decision‑making strategy by giving more
reliable information to the clinical decision makers. Our proposed model also is more applicable in
cervical cancer CAD systems compared to the available methods.
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Introduction
Cervical cancer is a type of cancer in which
the abnormal cell growth occurs on the
surface lining of the cervix. These cells
have the potential to invade the surrounding
tissues and organs. Its symptoms may include
abnormal vaginal bleeding, pelvic pain, or
pain during sexual intercourse.[1] According to
Fernandes et al.,[2] this disease occurs in more
than half a million cases per year, and it kills
more than a quarter of a million people in the
same period. Although cervical cancer can be
prevented through regular screening methods,
it remains a significant cause of mortality,
particularly in low‑income countries. This
phenomenon has motivated many experts
in various fields of science, such as medical
and computer science, to reduce the mortality
rates by contributing an innovative approach
for cervical cancer prevention.[3‑5]
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Applications of artificial intelligence
techniques in the medical domain have
become a hot topic in recent years. There
are a number of intelligent systems that
have been proposed to facilitate the
decision‑making process for physicians.[6‑8]
In the case of cervical cancer, precancerous
cervical cancer examination is effective
to reduce cervical cancer incidence and
mortality as it has several preventive actions.
Prediagnosis methods of cervical cancer are
a diagnostic procedure for patients, who
have symptoms of cervical cancer, and a
screening examination for patients, who can
be infected in future. The screening strategies
for the detection of precancerous cervical
lesions include cytology, colposcopy, and the
gold‑standard biopsy. From a computer‑aided
diagnosis (CAD) system point of view, a
digital image‑processing toolbox provides
physicians with advanced screening and
prediagnosis methods for cervical cancer
predetection.
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The focus of this study is on the colposcopy imaging
procedure, which allows a physician to closely examine
the cervix and the tissues of vagina and vulva. Many
premalignant and malignant lesions in these areas have
discernible characteristics that can be detected through the
examination. Different modalities of colposcopy include
Hinselmann, Greenlight, and Schiller, which are used for
the treatment. Each of the modalities has its strengths.
The Hinselmann modality is the oldest colposcopic
examination whereby a stereoscopic magnified view of
the illuminated cervix is obtained with a stand‑mounted
binocular instrument,[9,10] and the resulting image is used to
check the state of cervical cancer. In Greenlight modality,
the colposcopist assesses vessel patterns that can indicate
the existence of more advanced cancerous or precancerous
lesions.[11] In Schiller modality, better visualization of
abnormal areas in the cervix can be obtained to assist
the physicians to decide whether a cancerous lesion
is detectable or not.[11] The resulting images of these
modalities are a reference for the assessment to predict the
possible occurrence of cervical cancer. The judgments of
several physicians are taken into account to enhance the
quality of the assessment, and the consensus is considered
as a final decision of the assessment.
Due to the limited access to physicians and high cost of
medical comments, the potential of machine learning that
explores the construction of intelligent models to predict the
risk of cervical cancer based on the results of colposcopy
has been considered since the past few years.[12,13] In these
intelligent models, the images extracted from the imaging
device are examined by image‑processing algorithms and
the features of images are extracted. The possibility of
occurrence of cervical cancer is then predicted using the
extracted features of cervix image and through a supervised
classification algorithm that has been built and trained.
Applications of colposcopic imaging modalities, as a
tool to evaluate the state of cervical cancer or predict the
possibility of its occurrence, have been highlighted in
a number of analyses.[5,13‑16] However, the simultaneous
use of three colposcopic modalities, namely Greenlight,
Hinselmann, and Schiller, is an unmet need. In this
research, we developed an intelligent model for predicting
the occurrence of cervical cancer by constructing an
ensemble‑based model in which feature vectors of cervix
images for three different colposcopy modalities are
merged. Their class label is produced by applying best
performing aggregation strategy on a combination of expert
judgments and different classification algorithms which
improved the performance of the model. We investigated
different approaches of aggregating judgments and
consensus of six physicians for each patient to identify
the best strategy of aggregation in the case of performing
different colposcopy tests. In addition, in our model, we
evaluated different configurations for classifier module
to compare the performance of our multi‑tiered model
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with a simple model that uses one colposcopy modality
dataset. The proposed model evaluation using the quality
assessment of digital colposcopies dataset[17] performs at
96% of sensitivity, 94% of specificity, 91% of F‑Score, and
competitive 0.94 receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
area, which are exceedingly effective compared to a model
that uses one colposcopy modality dataset.
In this work, we first investigate and evaluate some of the
existing studies in cervical cancer detection and prediction
domain, which culminates with an identification of the
knowledge gap and inconsistencies in the literature. We
elaborate the dataset that is used to train, test, and evaluate
our proposed model, following by the proposed model.
Finally, we show our prediction results and future direction.

Literature Review
Artificial intelligence techniques have been increasingly
used in the medical domain.[5,18‑20] Numerous studies have
applied these techniques, particularly machine learning
and image processing, to solve multifaceted clinical
problems in medical field, especially in diagnosing cervical
cancer.[5,13‑16,21]
Xu et al.[5] built an image dataset as a benchmark that
was tested using different classifiers for evaluating
cervical disease classification algorithms. In their training
phase, they used a uniform strategy, called Exhaustive
Grid Search,[22] to search for the optimal parameters of
each classifier. In their investigation, they applied a type
of convolutional neural network (ft‑CNN), and they,
respectively, achieved 0.8694, 83.42%, 88.3%, and 83.41%
of area under the ROC curve (AUC), accuracy, sensitivity,
and specificity.
Phoulady et al.[13] proposed a model for classifying a
cervical cell as normal or cancerous using a large ensemble
of segmentations, which separates normal and cancerous
cases based on the single feature of mean nuclear volume.
They used four basic segments to differentiate the nucleus
area of the cell from the background. The segments’ vote
is applied for the final feature, which is the mean nuclear
volume for each particular case. The mean nuclear volume
is then used for distinguishing between cancerous and
normal cases.
Pfohl et al.[16] proposed an algorithm for identifying
patient’s cervical type, namely TZs (1, 2, and 3), and used
the resulting information for cervical cancer treatment.
They developed and implemented a CNN‑based algorithm
for distinguishing between three cervical types using
transfer learning pipelines for a fine‑tuning deep CNN.
They reported that they could improve the performance
of the developed model. Based on their experiment, the
proposed algorithm achieved 81% of accuracy.
Sarwar et al.[15] introduced a hybrid ensemble algorithm
to improve the predictive performance of cervical cancer
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screening by characterizing and classifying the Pap smear
images. They had applied several classification algorithms
on their dataset and used the results for constructing
an ensemble of ensemble techniques, named as hybrid
ensemble algorithm. According to their experiment, the
hybrid ensemble algorithm achieved 98.57% of correct
classification for the two‑class problem and 78.8571% of
correct classification for the seven‑class problem compared
to other algorithms.
Arteta et al.[14] proposed a machine learning‑based cell
detection method that applies to different modalities.
For each cervigram, they initially identified a set of
candidate cell‑like regions; then, each candidate region is
evaluated using a statistical model of the cell appearance.
Finally, they used dynamic programming to pick a set of
nonoverlapping regions that were matched with the model.
The results of cell detection in cervix images were then
applied for the automation of cell‑based experiments in
cervical cancer domain. Based on the results, they achieved
86.99% of precision, 90.03% of recall, and 88.48% of the
F‑score value of the proposed model.
Fernandes et al.[21] proposed a framework to predict
cross‑modality individual risk and cross‑expert subjective
quality assessment of colposcopic images for different
modalities by transferring knowledge gained from one
expert/modality to another. Their research was by transfer
learning that focuses on storing knowledge gained while
solving one problem and applying it to a different but
related problem.[23] In the proposed framework, they
transferred adjusted parameters of a source model which
uses one of the three colposcopy modalities to a target
model which uses another modality. Parameters include
coefficients and weights of classification and regression
models. According to their experiment, they achieved
68.30% of accuracy for their proposed algorithm. It is
needed to point out that although Fernandes et al.[21] used
three colposcopy modalities, their framework was based
on a serial approach that examines one of the modalities in
each step and applies the results on another modality in the
next step. This approach is different from the approach of
the proposed model in this study, which aims to use all the
three colposcopy modalities simultaneously. Table 1 shows
a summary of review on previous machine‑learning and
image‑processing applications in cervical cancer domain.
According to Table 1, previous works did not investigate
the simultaneous use of the three colposcopic modalities
to predict the occurrence of cervical cancer based on
colposcopy cervix images. Lack of research studies on this
topic makes it unclear whether the artificial intelligence
algorithms are capable of providing a model that utilizes
the power of the simultaneous use of the three colposcopic
modalities. Therefore, the present study is focused on the
enhancement of cervical cancer prediction by merging
features of different colposcopic images using ensemble
classifier.

Dataset
The quality assessment of digital colposcopy dataset[17] is
used as a dataset in this study. This dataset was acquired
and annotated by professional physicians at Hospital
Universitario de Caracas. The subjective judgments
(target variables) were originally done in an ordinal manner
(poor, fair, good, and excellent) and were discretized in two
classes (bad and good). The images were randomly sampled
from the original colposcopic sequences in the form of a
video. The dataset has three colposcopy modality images
of Greenlight, Hinselmann, and Schiller, as illustrated in
Figure 1. It consists of approximately 100 cervigrams per
modality and totally 287 cervigrams. For each cervigram,
69 features including 62 medial semantic features, six
subjective judgments of physicians, and a consensus are
considered. The semantic medical features[21] are mentioned
as follows:
• Image area occupied by each anatomical body part
(cervix, external os, and vaginal walls) and occluding
objects (speculum and other artifacts)
• The area of each region occluded by artifacts or by
specular reflections
• The maximum area difference between the four cervix
quadrants
• Fitness goodness of the cervix to a given geometric
model: Convex hull, bounding box, circle, and ellipse
• The distance between the image center and the cervix
centroid/external os
• Mean and standard deviation of each RGB and HSV
channel in the cervix area and in the entire image.

Proposed Model
The proposed model consists of three modules including
merger module, classifier panel module, and classifier
selector module. The initial dataset is first given to the
merger module to apply aggregation strategies on the
samples and produce newly merged datasets to feed in
the next module. In the classifier panel module, different
classification algorithms are applied on the merged datasets
to produce input data for classifier selector module, in
which different classifier selection methods are applied to
generate final results of the model. A general flowchart of
the proposed model is illustrated in Figure 2.
The following subsections describe all the three modules
of the proposed model. Validation technique, evaluation
measures, and single modality model, which have been
applied to the data for the comparison of the results, are
also described.
Merger module
This study considers the following scenario to create a
merged dataset. First, all the cervigrams are separately
grouped based on their colposcopy modalities, which
include Greenlight, Hinselmann, and Schiller. Therefore,
each patient has three cervigrams. It should be noted that
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Table 1: Review of machine‑learning and image‑processing applications in cervical cancer domain

Reference Research focus
[16]
Determination of a patient’s
cervical type
[14]
Cell detection in cervix images
for the automation of cell‑based
experiments in cervical cancer
domain
[13]
[15]

Classifying cervical cells as
normal or cancer

Method used
One modality Three modalities
Development and implementation of a CNN‑based
√
algorithm for distinguishing between three cervical types
Identifying a set of candidate cell‑like regions in cervix
√
image and evaluating each candidate region using
a statistical model of the cell appearance. Dynamic
programming is used to pick a set of nonoverlapping
regions that match the model
Provide a large ensemble of segmentations which
√
separate normal and cancer cases by using votes of
different segments
Creating a hybrid ensemble which is, in fact, an
√
ensemble of ensemble classifiers

Improving the predictive
performance of artificial
intelligence‑based system for
screening of cervical cancer
[21]
Predict cross‑modality individual Transfer knowledge gained from one modality to another
risk and cross‑expert subjective
quality assessment of colposcopic
images for different modalities
[5]
Investigating the performance of Applying different classifiers to their data to find optimal
CNN features for cervical disease parameters of each classifier
classification
CNN – Convolutional neural network √ – One modality or Three modality dataset is used

√

√

Figure 1: Greenlight, Hinselmann, and Schiller colposcopy modalities

Figure 2: The general flowchart of the proposed model

for each cervigram, 62 semantic medical features were
extracted from the cervix image and seven features were
subjective judgments and consensus. In other words,
186 = 62 × 3 semantic medical features, 18 = 6 × 3
subjective judgments, and 3 = 1 × 3 consensuses are
available for each patient. As this study applies the
classification algorithms on the merged datasets, a class
label for each patient needs to be considered in its merged
feature vector. It is necessary to point out that the dataset
70

of each single colposcopy modality has a class label and
it is a consensus, which is available for each sample.
There are three different modalities for a merged dataset.
Therefore, three consensuses are available for each
sample, and there is a need to generate a single class label
for each sample in the merged dataset. The class label
of samples in the merged dataset needs to be extracted
from 18 subjective judgments and three consensuses by
considering an aggregation function. Different possibilities
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for aggregating subjective judgments and consensuses were
obtained, which led to creating different merged datasets.
Between all the possibilities, five meaningful aggregation
strategies have been applied to the subjective judgments
and consensuses. In each aggregation strategy, the result
of its respective formula has been taken as the actual class
label in the sample‑merged feature vector. Generally, each
patient‑merged feature vector consists of 187 = 62 × 3 + 1
entry including 186 = 62 × 3 semantic medical features
plus a class label resulting from the aggregation strategy.
To formulate the calculation of each patient’s actual class
label, this study uses the definitions that are stated in
Table 2.
For each image, the actual label of a sample is defined
based on the following aggregation functions:
Majority vote between subjective judgments
Fmvs(x) =1 if (Σ Sij)/18 > 0.5 otherwise 0

(1)

Majority vote between consensuses
Fmvc(x) =1 if (Σ Ci)/3 > 0.5 otherwise 0

(2)

Product of all subjective judgments
Fps(x) =1 if (П Sij) =1 otherwise 0

(3)

Product of all consensuses
Fpc(x) =1 if (П Ci) =1 otherwise 0

(4)

At least one positive consensus
Fopc(x) =1 if (Σ Ci) >=1 otherwise 0

(5)

This study does not use “at least one positive subjective
judgment” as an aggregation formula because in such
aggregation formula, the class label of all samples would be
“1” because each sample has at least one positive subjective
judgment between 18 subjective judgments and therefore,
applying a classification algorithm is meaningless.
At the end of this phase, five different merged datasets
(DSmvs, DSmvc, DSps, DSpc, and DSopc) are obtained, in
which the class labels of samples are calculated based
on respective aggregation function. According to the
investigation of the final results of the model, it can be
concluded that the proposed aggregation strategies provide
better results regarding the desired evaluation measures.
The results of the study imply two aspects. First, from
the artificial intelligence aspect, the predictor model is
more reliable for diagnosing cervical cancer. Second, from
Table 2: Parameters in Aggregation function

Symbol
Sij, i=1 to Nm,
j=1 to Ns
Ci, i=1 to3
Nm
Ns

Description
Subjective judgment from expert physician j for
cervical image from modality i
Consensus for cervical image from modality i
Total number of modalities in this study
Number of subjective judgments for each modality

the clinical decision‑making aspect, the results would be
valuable for the decision makers in providing more reliable
information. In addition, the results would advance the
clinical decision‑making procedure for cervical cancer
detection or prediction. It might improve the procedure for
taking subjective judgments for a colposcopic image or
having consensus meetings about the prediction of cervical
cancer based on colposcopic images in health centers.
Classifier panel module
In this phase, the data are split using a stratified training‑test
partition (80–20) for each of the five datasets resulting
from the merger module. Different classification algorithms
on each dataset are then applied to feed the results in the
classifier selector module in the next phase. The classifiers
that are considered as potential members of the ensemble
include Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, Random Forest, Random
Tree, support vector machine, Decision tree, and Logit
Boost.
The motivation behind considering odd number of classifiers
in the ensembling process is the pigeonhole principle,[24]
which states that for natural numbers k and m, if n = km + 1
objects are distributed among m sets, at least one of the sets
will contain at least k + 1 objects. For arbitrary n and m,
it generalizes to k + 1= ⌊(n‑1)/m⌋ +1, where ⌊⌋ is the floor
function. It means that in the two‑class problem (healthy 0,
unhealthy 1), in which each classifier has to give its vote
for the class of a sample, there is a need to have an odd
number of classifiers to avoid equal 0 and 1 predictions for
a sample. This odd number is considered seven in this study.
The increasing number of classifiers may obviously result in
finding a more powerful model. However, this study limits
the number of classifiers to seven.
Classifier selector module
After training and testing the seven classifiers that have been
mentioned in the previous section, a new feature vector is
built with eight features for each aggregation strategy. It
includes predicted class labels by seven classifiers plus the
actual class label tagged by respective aggregation strategy.
Therefore, five datasets are built, and they are used to find an
optimal ensemble for each aggregation strategy, such as the
best subset or combination of classifiers. Several methods
have been tested for selecting the best subset of classifiers.
Best classifier and all classifiers are the most straightforward
classifier selection methods that are applied to the classifiers.
Forward search (FS) and backward search (BS) methods are
also considered, the formal descriptions of which are taken
from various studies.[20,25] The idea behind principal component
analysis (PCA) is taken into account for our proposed “PCA
on classifiers” classifier selection method. The investigated
classifier selection methods are described as follows:
Best classifier
The ensemble contains only the best performing classifier.
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All classifiers

Principal component analysis on classifiers

All classifiers are members of the ensemble.

Practically, a set of all the seven classifiers creates a
vector, which is called as classifier vector in this study.
In the experiment, a PCA algorithm is applied on the
classifier vector to form a new classifier vector in which
every component is a combination of classifiers. In each
component of the new classifier vector, the selected
classifiers are assigned a weight, which determines their
level of effectiveness on classification. The number of new
classifier vector components is fixed to three in order to
prevent the test from immoderate runtime.

Forward search
FS is the most intuitive greedy algorithm. First, the best
individual classifier is selected. In the next iterations,
further classifiers are added if the performance of the
ensemble increases. The process ends when no further
performance increase is reached by adding more classifiers.
In each iteration, ROC area is considered as the decisive
evaluation measure, and it needs to be maximized. The
evaluation measures will be discussed in classifier panel
module subsection. Algorithm 1 gives a formal description
of this search method.
Algorithm 1.
FSR = Classifier with Maximum RA
for all cli ϵ CL, i = 1.7
if RA (FSR U cli) > RA (FSR)
RA (FSR) ← RA (FSR U cli)
FSR ← FSR U cli
end if
end for
Where FSR stands for forwarding search result, RA stands
for ROC area, CL stands for classifier list, and cli, i = 1.7
is a classifier.
Backward search

Model validation and evaluation
The 10‑fold cross‑validation is used to evaluate the
classifiers presented in classifier panel module subsection
and the classifier selection methods presented in classifier
selector module subsection. Sensitivity, Specificity, F‑score,
AUC (ROC area), and mean ± standard deviation (STD)
of estimates for 10‑fold cross validation are considered as
evaluation measures. Instead of considering precision and
recall, which are more common in machine‑learning tasks,
this study prefers to assess how much sensitive and specific
the proposed model is. In the clinical context, a more
sensitive model is preferable as the cost of overlooking a
positive sample is very high.[26] Also, a more specific model
is required to eliminate unnecessary tests as to the cost of
testing is very high.[26] It is needed to point out that Mann–
Whitney statistic[27] is used to calculate ROC area.
To calculate mean ± STD of estimates for a method, in
each run of 10‑fold cross‑validation, Eq. 6 is applied on the
test samples:

BS is symmetrical to FS. First, all classifiers are considered
as members of the ensemble. Then, the classifiers are
removed from the ensemble if the performance of the
ensemble increases. The process stops when no further
performance increase is reached by removing more
classifiers. Similar to FS, in each iteration, ROC area is
considered as the decisive evaluation measure, and it needs
to be maximized. Algorithm 2 gives a formal description of
this search method.

STD (X) = SQRT ([SUM ([x − M] ^ 2)]/N)

Algorithm 2.

Where I is the number of runs which is 10 in 10‑fold cross
validation, and i is 1–10. Finally, the mean ± STD for each
method is calculated and reported.

BSR = Contains All 7 Classifiers
for all cli ϵ CL, i = 1.7

Where X is the set of estimates in which each estimate is
1 or 0, x is a test sample estimate in X, M is the mean
of X and N is the number of test samples. Then, standard
deviation of a method is calculated by taking the average
of STD (X) among all the 10 runs of k‑fold cross validation
using Eq. 7:
STD (Method) = STD (RUNi (Method))/I

(7)

Single‑modality model

if RA (BSR‑cli) > RA (BSR)
RA (BSR) ← RA (BSR‑cli)
BSR ← BSR‑cli
end if
end for
Where BSR stands for BS results, RA stands for ROC area,
CL stands for classifier list, and cli, i = 1.7 is a classifier.
72

(6)

To compare the results of our proposed model with
the situation in which the only dataset of one of the
three colposcopy modalities is used, such as only one
type of cervigram is investigated, this study separately
applied all the seven classifiers as well as all classifier
selection methods on each modality dataset. In this
case, the subjective judgments have been added to the
feature vector of a sample and consensus has been
considered as the actual class label for that sample.
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A general flowchart of applying classifiers as well as
classifier selection methods on each single colposcopy
modality dataset is illustrated in Figure 3. The same
training‑test partition as the proposed model (80–20)
and 10‑fold cross‑validation have been used for each
single‑modality model.

According to the results, it can be concluded that Random
Tree and Logit Boost outperform other classifiers. The
best performing classifier for each aggregation strategy
is depicted by bold format in each table. The average of
evaluation measures is taken to choose the best performing
classifier.

By comparing the general flowchart of the proposed model
[Figure 2] and the flowchart of the single‑modality model
[Figure 3], it is clear that the main difference between
two models is the merger module, which is absent in
the single‑modality model. Therefore, a comparison
that investigates the effect of merger module would be
informative. This comparison is presented in comparison
with single modality model subsection.

The test samples that are labeled by different classifiers are
then fed in the classifier panel module to choose the best
classifier selection method for each aggregation strategy.
Table 8 contains sensitivity, specificity, F‑score, and ROC
area corresponding to different aggregation strategies
for different classifier selection methods. The average of
evaluation measures is taken to choose the best performing
classifier selection method. As shown in Table 8, the best
results of applying “All classifiers” method were obtained
by considering Fps and Fpc as aggregation functions, and
the best results of applying “Forward Selection” method
were obtained by considering Fmvs as the aggregation
function. In addition, the best results of applying “PCA
on classifiers” method were obtained in combination with
both Fpc and Fmvc aggregation functions, nothing that the
combination of Fmvc aggregation function with PCA on
classifiers leads to the best results that have been achieved
in this study.

Results
Weka, which is a collection of machine‑learning
algorithms for data‑mining tasks,[28] is used to train,
test, and evaluate the proposed model as it has two
important characteristics; it is a free software system and
it uses ARFF files that can be easily used and modified
without data format problems. The results of applying
the proposed model as well as the comparison between
single‑modality model are introduced in single‑modality
model subsection, and the proposed model will be
discussed in model selection and comparison with
single‑modality model subsections. In addition, a
comparison between the proposed model and other
cervical cancer detection and prediction systems will
be discussed in comparison with other cervical cancer
detection and prediction systems subsection.
Model selection
According to Figure 2, five aggregation functions were
applied on the initial dataset, which led to the creation
of five merged datasets. Then, all the seven classifiers
were applied to each merged dataset. Tables 3‑7 contain
sensitivity, specificity, F‑score, and ROC area corresponding
to different aggregation strategies for different classifiers.

Based on the results, it can be shown that considering all
classifiers as members of the ensemble does not necessarily
improve the performance of the model. Therefore, regarding
the role of seven classifiers results, which are named as
classifier vector, for classifier selection methods, it can be
concluded that considering the numbers of classifiers for
the ensemble part of proposed model does not guarantee an
improvement in the results of the model. Instead, it is the
method of weighing the elements of the classifier vector
that determines the advantageous of a classifier selection
method.
As shown in Figure 4, the results of the best classifier
selection method for each aggregation strategy can be
observed. They indicate that applying PCA on classifiers
as a classifier selection method after majority voting

Figure 3: A general flowchart of applying the algorithm on single colposcopy modality datasets
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Table 3: Results of applying seven single classifiers on DSmvs dataset

Method
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
F‑score (%)
ROC area
Mean±STD
NavieBayes
72
43
66
0.43
0.8±0.16
AdaBoost
68
32
56
0.32
0.8±0.22
Random Forest
67
35
56
0.32
0.8±0.10
Random tree
79
64
75
0.68
0.8±0.07
SVM
68
32
56
0.32
0.8±0.08
Decision tree
63
29
53
0.49
0.8±0.28
Logit boost
63
46
53
0.29
0.8±0.14
Random tree is the best performing classifier on the dataset acquired by applying Fmvs aggregation function. STD – Standard deviation;
SVM – Support vector machine; ROC – Receiver operating characteristic

Table 4: Results of applying seven single classifiers on DSmvc dataset

Method
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
F‑score (%)
ROC area
Mean±STD
NavieBayes
74
52
73
0.59
0.83±0.15
AdaBoost
72
26
63
0.36
0.83±0.10
Random Forest
74
26
61
0.64
0.83±0.23
Random tree
77
52
73
0.63
0.83±0.18
SVM
68
24
60
0.46
0.83±0.22
Decision tree
58
21
54
0.43
0.83±0.08
Logit boost
68
24
60
0.47
0.83±0.09
Random tree is the best performing classifier on the dataset acquired by applying Fmvs aggregation function. STD – Standard deviation;
SVM – Support vector machine; ROC – Receiver operating characteristic

Table 5: Results of applying seven single classifiers on DSps dataset

Method
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
F‑score (%)
ROC area
Mean±STD
NavieBayes
67
43
66
0.43
0.09±0.23
AdaBoost
68
32
56
0.32
0.09±0.16
Random Forest
68
32
56
0.32
0.09±0.10
Random tree
74
52
73
0.63
0.09±0.07
SVM
68
24
60
0.46
0.09±0.10
Decision tree
58
21
54
0.43
0.09±0.27
Logit boost
68
24
60
0.49
0.09±0.14
Random tree is the best performing classifier on the dataset acquired by applying Fps aggregation function. STD – Standard deviation;
ROC – Receiver operating characteristic; SVM – Support vector machine

Table 6: Results of applying seven single classifiers on DSpc dataset

Method
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
F‑score (%)
ROC area
Mean±STD
NavieBayes
68
76
69
0.77
0.48±0.10
AdaBoost
58
52
58
0.57
0.48±0.20
Random forest
63
73
63
0.71
0.48±0.16
Random tree
63
61
64
0.62
0.48±0.22
SVM
58
70
57
0.64
0.48±0.24
Decision tree
47
46
48
0.38
0.48±0.10
Logit boost
79
82
79
0.78
0.48±0.12
Logit Boost is the best performing classifier on the dataset acquired by applying Fpc aggregation function. STD – Standard deviation;
ROC – Receiver operating characteristic; SVM – Support vector machine

between consensus for building merged dataset leads to the
construction of the best performing model. However, PCA
on classifiers in combination with product consensuses
aggregation strategy as well as FS in combination with
majority voting between subjective judgments are the next
possible choices for building the model.
74

Comparison with single‑modality model
In Table 9, the results of applying different classification
algorithms as well as classifier selection methods on each
single‑modality dataset can be observed. In single‑modality
model subsection, it was shown that the main difference
between the proposed model and single‑modality model is the
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Table 7: Results of applying seven single classifiers on DSopc dataset

Method
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
F‑score (%)
ROC area
Mean±STD
NavieBayes
68
52
69
0.69
0.96±0.28
AdaBoost
58
52
58
0.57
0.96±0.15
Random forest
68
32
56
0.32
0.96±0.22
Random tree
78
56
72
0.77
0.96±0.11
SVM
68
24
60
0.46
0.96±0.14
Decision tree
59
21
54
0.43
0.96±0.23
Logit boost
63
29
53
0.29
0.96±0.18
Random tree is the best performing classifier on the dataset acquired by applying Fopc aggregation function. STD – Standard deviation;
SVM – Support vector machine; ROC – Receiver operating characteristic

Table 8: Results of applying different classifier selection
methods on each merged dataset (corresponding to
noted aggregation function)

Method
Best
classifier (%)

Fmvs
Fmvc
Fps
Fpc
Fopc
79
77
74
79
77
64
52
52
82
56
75
73
73
79
72
0.68
0.68
0.63
0.78
0.77
84
All
80
73
88
78
classifiers (%)
73
76
63
82
56
77
75
62
80
72
0.70
0.78
0.65
0.83
0.77
96
93
PCA on
83
83
79
classifiers (%)
94
87
75
67
63
91
77
70
76
66
0.94
0.89
0.80
0.70
0.74
83
Forward
77
80
86
73
selection (%)
87
63
71
67
71
86
74
76
82
54
0.90
0.81
0.70
0.83
0.79
80
Backward
84
76
81
84
selection (%)
73
70
63
71
66
64
72
64
76
80
0.79
0.79
0.66
0.72
0.86
Each cell contains sensitivity, specificity, F‑score, and ROC area
for corresponding setup. PCA – Principal component analysis;
ROC – Receiver operating characteristic

merger module. It is clear that the classifier selection methods
enhance the results of applying single classifiers on single
colposcopy modality datasets, but there is still a considerable
difference between the best performing classifier selection
methods and the results of the proposed model as indicated in
the last line chart table of Figure 4. Therefore, the proposed
model has its strength from both merger module and ensemble
classifiers. In fact, the idea of applying classifier selection
method for building up an effective ensemble classifier, in
line with the idea of aggregating subjective judgments and
consensuses, leads to acceptable results of the proposed model.
Comparison with other cervical cancer detection and
prediction systems
Although the experiment has achieved the acceptable
results in building a model, another important challenge

Figure 4: Results of the best classifier selection method for each
aggregation strategy (corresponding to the noted aggregation function)

is to compare the current work with other previous
methods. A related work that is similar, which was using
artificial intelligence to build the model and reporting the
same evaluation measures, to the present study, has been
reviewed. However, the majority of the previous studies
applied their private datasets and reported the results in
different forms as there is no standard for this process.
Therefore, as shown in Table 10, the proposed approach
has significantly provided better performance than the other
techniques regarding the clinically important measures.
According to the literature review, previous studies that
did not report the evaluation measures have been used in
this study. Therefore, as a comparison, this study chose
the study that at least reported one of the evaluation
measures that has been used in the current study. Another
issue is that several studies apply their model to private
or nonimage datasets, and this made comparison much
more challenging. By considering all these limitations, this
study tries to find the closest works in literature.[5,13,14] The
methods used in these studies are previously introduced in
literature review section.
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As shown in Table 10, the results of a study performed by
Xu et al.[5] are near to the results of the best single‑modality
model that has been applied on the dataset. It is reasonable
because Xu et al. used one modality of the cervix images.
However, the proposed model, which uses three colposcopy
modalities, outperforms the results of Xu et al.[5] It
confirms the effectiveness of using aggregation strategies
in combination with an ensemble classifier. Phoulady
et al.[13] tackled cervical cancer classification problem by
classifying cells as cancer and normal. This perspective
is different to the problem of the current study, however,
ROC area value that they achieved is still less than the
value that has been achieved in this study. Arteta et al.[14]
proposed a model that is applicable to different modalities
by considering one‑modality framework. They achieved
89% of F‑score, 86.99% of precision, and 90.03% of recall.
Table 9: Results of applying different classification
algorithms on a single dataset of each modality

Method
NavieBayes

Green (%) Hinselmann (%) Schiller (%)
63/56
58/15
68/67
64/0.69
58/0.55
68/0.67
AdaBoost
58/36
68/18
63/56
59/0.59
64/0.76
61/0.72
Random forest
63/38
79/21
68/57
59/0.59
70/0.75
62/0.69
Random tree
68/50
79/39
58/56
66/0.59
76/0.59
58/0.57
SVM
63/47
90/61
58/42
62/0.55
88/0.75
43/0.50
84/78
74/67
Decision tree
63/38
85/0.76
72/0.67
59/0.51
Logit boost
53/33
74/20
63/60
51/0.47
67/0.71
63/0.69
All
66/54
74/39
59/60
63/0.65
75/0.59
58/0.57
83/76
76/67
PCA on classifiers
79/39
78/0.78
72/0.74
72/0.66
86/78
Forward
63/66
74/67
80/0.83
59/0.73
72/0.67
Backward
70/62
74/50
63/60
63/0.69
67/0.65
60/0.62
96%/94%/91%/0.94
Proposed (Fmvc, PCA)
Each cell contains sensitivity, specificity, F‑score, and ROC area
for the corresponding setup. PCA – Principal component analysis;
SVM – Support vector machine; ROC – Receiver operating
characteristic

Their F‑score is near to that of the current study, however,
it is still lower than the currently obtained score. Their
lower results confirmed the importance of considering all
modalities together in achieving better results for a cervical
cancer detection and prediction model. The general results
showed that the proposed model is exceedingly competitive
in this field, and it is effective to be used in CAD systems
for cervical cancer prediction.

Discussion
The ability of an artificial intelligence model in predicting
the possibility of cervical cancer is imperative for
decreasing the number of cervical cancer cases and
mortality. The ability in this study is expressed in terms
of evaluation measures including sensitivity, specificity,
F‑score, and ROC area that in our best configuration,
the experimental results, respectively, show the values of
96%, 94%, 91%, and 0.94 for these evaluation measures.
This study highlights two important aspects: first, the
effectiveness of using three colposcopic images of a patient
instead of using only one image on the model performance
and second, the effectiveness of using an ensemble
classifier instead of a single classifier for building cervical
cancer prediction model. The effectiveness is maximizing
the artificial intelligence model performance and is another
expression of ability, which had been discussed earlier in
this section. For the first aspect, the use of one colposcopy
modality in the best configuration has reached to 86%, 78%,
80%, and 0.83 for sensitivity, specificity, F‑score, and ROC
area, which were obtained by applying forward selection
in classifiers on the Hinselmann dataset. These values
are lesser than the results of the best configuration of the
proposed model. This fact proves that the proposed model
that simultaneously uses three colposcopy modalities is
more effective than the model that only uses one modality.
For the second aspect, based on Table 8, it can be seen that
none of the single classifiers [denoted by the best classifier
as the best performing single classifier for each aggregation
function in the first row of Table 8] could achieve better
results than any of the ensemble classifiers, such as PCA
on classifiers, forward selection, and backward selection.
The best results in the situation in which no ensemble
classifier is used are obtained by applying Logit Boost
on DSpc dataset producing 79%, 82%, 79%, and 0.78
of sensitivity, specificity, F‑score, and ROC area, which
are lesser than the proposed model results. The proposed

Table 10: Comparison of cervical cancer prediction systems

Method
Sensitivity (%)
[5]
88%
[13]
NA
[14]
NA
Best single‑modality model (%)
86
Proposed model (%)
96
NA – Not available; ROC – Receiver operating characteristic
76

Specificity (%)
83%
NA
NA
78
94

F‑score (%)
NA
NA
89
80
91

ROC area
0.87
0.91
NA
0.83
0.94
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model has been generally proven to provide at least 10%,
12%, 11%, and 0.11 progresses in sensitivity, specificity,
F‑score, and ROC area, which are considerably better than
the results of configurations that do not use merged dataset
and ensemble classifier. These results show that the idea
of merging feature vectors of three colposcopy modality
images and using an ensemble classifier instead of a single
classifier may improve the ability and effectiveness of the
proposed artificial intelligence model.

Conclusions
Colposcopy screening enables the physician to detect and
diagnose cervical cancer by investigating and analyzing
colposcopic images. The artificial intelligence models that
use images acquired by colposcopic imaging have been
underscored in the previous studies. However, there is a
limited number of works that underscore the simultaneous
use of different colposcopic images of a patient. Therefore,
this study introduces a new approach that merges
features of different cervigrams of a patient and produces
an effectively merged dataset. It culminates with the
formulation of a new model, which is considered as the
novelty of the present study.
The experimental results of this study have shown that
merging extracted features of three different colposcopy
modality images and aggregating the subjective judgments
and consensus of the experts have improved the quality of
the cervical cancer prediction system. To build a reliable
model, this study investigated different aggregation
strategies and different classifier selection methods. By
comparing the results obtained from different configurations
of the model with a single‑modality model, it can be seen
that the proposed model is a more reliable system that can
support clinical decision makers by providing more reliable
information. It is necessary to highlight that merging
feature vectors alone do not give a significant improvement
in the model performance. On the contrary, the application
of an aggregation strategy along with the use of an
ensemble classifier has significantly improved the results.
The proposed model is a robust artificial intelligence
model for predicting cervical cancer, especially in terms
of sensitivity and specificity that are clinically valuable
evaluation measures. This improvement would increase
the performance of the cervical cancer CAD system in the
clinical environments. As a conclusion, this study confirms
that combining features of different colposcopic images
and using ensemble classifier would be advantageous for
clinical decision makers.
Our study raises opportunities for future analyses on
cervical cancer prediction models. As mentioned in
classifier panel module subsection, this study uses seven
classifiers in a classifier panel module. This limitation is
due to a tradeoff between model simplicity and maximum
possible values of evaluation measures. This study outlines
the model simplicity and chooses seven classifiers.

However, it is obvious that adding more classifiers may
lead to better results. Future investigations may tackle the
proposed model by adding more classifiers and applying
more classifier selection methods. Furthermore, another
opportunity for future researches would be extending
the proposed model for other types of cancer in which
patient‑related data from different sources are available.
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